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Taking over Via Barnaba Oriani 27 in the Certosa District, this new kid on the block sets itself
apart from the abundance of Milan Design Week events with its extended opening hours.
Visitors are welcome to explore the exhibition from noon daily, but the evenings too are
packed with aperitivos, dinners that offer food for thought besides delicious experimentations,
performances and special nighttime spectacles. Time for another round of introductions of
our exhibitors.
"The reflection and introspection, some room for experimentation, were perhaps unexpected
but welcome side effects of imposed lockdowns and social isolation. This year, Milan Design
Week will reap the benefits of the creative explosion that comes after." says Remi Versteeg,
co-founder of Amsterdam architects Beyond Space and the Certosa Initiative. Margriet
Vollenberg, co-founder and art director of the Certosa Initiative adds: "If I were to identify a
single theme (and there are so many!), it’s the forging of fresh future perspectives. For lots of
our exhibitors, the last few years have sparked a redefinition of how they design for a future
that is sustainable."
Click on individual images below to see more!

© Creative Chef Studio

© Huqrugs

A prime example. The Certosa Initiative sees the
premiere of the Futuretarian Supermarket. Creatives
and designers are invited to take their seat at the table
within the art installation to dine and design the future
of food together. The all-white supermarket presents a
blank canvas — a clean slate! — ready to receive fresh
ideas. In this initiative by Creative Chef, fronted and
cheffed by Jasper Udink ten Cate, guests are prompted
by moderator Dr. Sonia Massari to probe and advance
ideas for future foods. Says Udink ten Cate: "The
future of food is important to me. I believe co-creation
leads the way to the best possible solution, so I want to
go beyond my own vision: we start a global search for
the perfect future food dish together!"
For Huqrugs, the last few years brought quiet and
concentration to focus on the development of new
designs, birthing a very personal collection. Says
Huqrugs founder Frans Verschuren: "Trying out new
techniques without the pressure of having to present
direct results has been positive for me." Huqrugs
brings a collection of flatweaves and hand-knotted
rugs, designed in Amsterdam, made fairly and
sustainably in Europe, to the Certosa Initiative.

Studio Stefan Leuchter, brings light-objects
‘Versatile’ and ‘Human Nature’, that playfully
experiment with levels of transparency and
translucence together with LED and daylight, to
Certosa Initiative. Leuchter relished the "loophole
in time" created by various lockdowns and social
isolation, creating the space for new experiments.

"It brought an awareness of how we interact with
each other and the world around us, from the
whole earth to our individual spaces." Leuchter
adds, "Creating sustainable art with recycled
materials is a focus of our light-art. We are
enthusiastic and curious to take our designs from
our studio in Rotterdam to an international stage
at the Certosa Initiative, to be inspired by other
designers around us."

Atelier Ruben van Megen will create a room full
of material experiments, captured memories and
shapes. In a desert-atmosphere, presenting sand
as the connecting material between designs, Van
Megen invites the visitor to step into an oasis of
design. Keen to re-emerge in a public and social
context, Van Megen notes: "My design is about
the interaction between object and user/spectator,
that’s what brings it to life. It’s indispensable.
Every design contains a piece of myself and I
blossom when I see what a design does to people.
I'm really looking forward to the Certosa Initiative!"

© Studio Stefan Leuchter

See more images here »
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© Alissa + Nienke

© orange or red

Design duo Alissa + Nienke note the increased
emphasis on wellbeing in today’s society and focus
on designing interior products that speak to the
senses and enhance individual health and
happiness. At Certosa Initiative, they show Spaces
for Wellbeing, their collaboration with
Senses&Spaces psychologist Renske Bongers.
Say the duo: " We believe in the power of the
senses, and through our materials we can bring a
much-needed softness into our daily spaces. We
can’t wait — after years of developing our studio
and research practice — to present our vision for
Spaces for Wellbeing at Certosa Initiative and to let
an international crowd experience our materials

orange or red designer Marieke van Heck
combines traditional techniques with contemporary
design. She brings two of them with her to Certosa
Initiative: ‘Rattan & PET’, that couples interior
staple yet here innovatively designed and
manufactured rattan with recycled PET, and
‘Dashes’, a tapestry cum room divider cum carpet
cum design object. Says Van Heck: "The recent
period has given me the opportunity and the time
to step out of existing vicious circles and focus on
long-cherished (material) research and
collaborations with others. I look forward in Milan to
showing the results of two projects I’ve worked on

and installations."

over the past few years and hope to start a
conversation about them with other professionals."

To some, the last few years spelled freedom.
Cesare Griffa relates: "Covid gave me an
incredibly creative sabbatical. I moved from
Martial arts to Yoga: I quit the everyday fight with
schedules and found myself in a personal
exploration that brought me a completely different
kind of work." He brings his project ‘The Algal
Mass’ to the Certosa Initiative, staged as an
informal temple where the Algal Priests perform a
daily ritual. This installation features custom
wooden furniture coated in a special dye made
from micro-algae, the photosynthetic organisms
that make up the very origin of life on the planet.
But don’t miss the Algal Priests in action!
© Cesare Griffa

Often working outdoors, Lambert Kamps saw himself less hindered than others during the
pandemic. "Preparing Tube Display, a large project, for the Tschumi Pavilion in Groningen
[Netherlands], was a welcome distraction: I had lots to do and that really helped me through
this difficult period." But, he adds, "My work is reactive to my personal experiences that are
shaped by the world around us, so it’s good to present again and be amongst other
designers to exchange ideas." Kamps brings his spectacular ’Tube Display’ to the Certosa
Initiative, a kinetic light artwork that uses compressed air to present texts in a dynamic way. It
must be seen to be believed!
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© Tjep

Frank Tjepkema’s design agency Tjep. brings a
revival of a work that premiered 20 years ago at the
Salone, but with a decidedly 2022 twist. "This past
year, I’ve been very interested in the further
digitalisation of society due to Covid restrictions.
Instead of hating, i decided to embrace. I added a
digital dimension to my physical work through the
logos NFT project." And so, the Certosa Initiative
sees the re-release of Bling Bling, a gold pendant out
of 100 stacked logos now updated to represent our
mostly digital brands: Facebook, Twitter, Tinder,
Instagram… The jewellery is not only available as a
physical piece, but as an NFT too. For those who
shudder at the thought of non-fudgible tokens,
Tjepkema will be delighted to explain when you pay
him a visit.
"Touch is our first sense. Through touch we make art,
claim our possession, who and what we love. We
leave traces and find our place in the world; touch is
how we connect." says Lizan Freijsen. At the
Certosa Initiative, she will show her project ‘Matter
Matters’, translating the process by which fungi
transform waste like oil and plastics into a fertile
material to the eye. Giving a sensory experience of

an invisible processes, she hopes to instil an
appreciation for micro-organisms in the viewer. Says
Freijsen; "After a time when distance was the norm
and touch was axed, contact seemed like something
to avoid. This presentation is an ode to the physical
world, an invitation to feel and share in kindness."

© Studio Lizan Freijsen

© Hollands Licht

Working with emerging talent as well as more
established names, Hollands Licht develops
timeless products that will continue to attract
attention in a subtle way. Their luminaires are not
only pleasing to the eye; they also offer optimal
lighting comfort. And this is exactly what they’ll
show at Certosa Initiative: two eye-catching
installations that also show the functionality of
their products and tell exactly what Hollands Licht
stands for: innovative, functional and daring
lighting. They will also bring their brand new
Colour Pigment study done by Dutch design
studio RAW Color. Based on the pigments that
Rembrandt used in his paintings, they created
128 unique colours out of which Hollands Licht
picked 12 that will be available in their collections.
The complete study and all colours will be
presented at Certosa Initiative for the first time.

Netherlands-based upcoming international brand
Atelier Jungblut design and produce indoor and
outdoor furniture for the luxury market, B2B and
B2C. To the Certosa initiative, they’re bringing
several pieces of their collection. The DC 111
outdoor seat with parasol comes with a special
rental concept designed to turn a profit for any
producer, marketeer, beach club owner, or any
other form of hospitality. Max is keen to explain
his invention, so be sure to drop by.

© Envisions designlab

Envisions designlab unites over 20
multidisciplinary creatives with a shared
fascination in experimental research. At Certosa
Initiative, they present their work ‘fibers
unsorted’, a comment on the wastefulness and
pollution of the textile industry as well as a
suggestion for a way out of the mess. Envisions
developed applications for a recycled yarn of
waste textiles that meets the highest industrial
standards, developed by Brain of Materials.
Here, the yarn is applied in an abstract
installation that deliberately connects visually to
the automotive industry, as its materials must
meet the highest standards. At the same time,
the installation leaves plenty of room for the
imagination of possible applications in other
industries.

© Atelier Jungblut

We’re looking forward to showing you all this and so much more!
See you at Milan Design Week June 7-12-2022.
Visitors address Certosa Initiative:
Via Barnaba Oriani 27, 20156 Milano
Click here for the Dutch Version

Beyond Space
International architects based out of Amsterdam with a penchant for
delicate interiors and large scale transformations. Firm believers that
architectural thinking applies well beyond matters of space, they
combine creative entrepreneurship with unconventional ideas and
intuitive design. Beyond Space mix buildings, spaces and objects, and in
this case: people. To forge connections where there were none before.
Organisation In Design
A twenty-year track record in staging curated exhibitions that forefront
the latest in contemporary design. Makers of Ventura Projects,
Organisation in Design has proved instrumental in breathing new life
into rediscovered districts of Milan. Committed to advancing, helping
and promoting design in every way possible, all over the world.
About Certosa District
Milan’s Certosa District melds its industrial heritage with its innovative
future as this distinctly local neighbourhood with a global mindset
transforms into a vibrant centre for culture and innovation. The multidimensional regeneration project includes new and reimagined office,
retail, and open green spaces as well as neighbourhood-wide event
programming.
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